ELECTRICAL, ADHESIVE, ASSEMBLY MATERIALS

CONCERNING FLUID COATINGS AND RECOATING
Our comprehensive line of 100% solids, VOC-free epoxy, industrial concrete floor coatings and overlays is highly innovative and cost effective. Our concrete floor coatings and sealers provide solutions for the most severe flooring and decorative applications including: chemical plant, power generation, food and dairy, pulp and paper, food and beverage, electronics, etc.

CONSTRUCTION, BUILDING AND RESTORATION MATERIALLS
We offer a diverse product mix to serve these markets:
• Bridge Deck Coating Systems
• Crack Injection
• Joint Fillers
• Concrete Adhesives
• Rubber Tile Adhesives

CONCRETE FLOOR COATINGS AND RESURFACINGS
Our comprehensive line of 100% solids, VOC-free epoxy, industrial concrete floor coatings and overlays is highly innovative and cost effective. Our concrete floor coatings and sealers provide solutions for the most severe flooring and decorative applications including: chemical plant, power generation, food and dairy, pulp and paper, food and beverage, electronics, etc.

CONSTRUCTION CONCRETE FORM MATERIALS
Our 100% solids, VOC-free, self-leveling and thixotropic epoxy coatings for wood, steel, concrete, and foam forms are proven in thousands of applications in the precast, tilt-up, slip-form and cast-in-place industries. They are an "in-demand" product because of their ability to turn a rough, uneven concrete form into a smooth, level surface, extending the life of the form and enhancing the quality of the finished surface.

MECHATRONIC INSTALLATION GUARDS
Epoxy grouts, used to set heavy equipment, process machinery and restore concrete foundations are a core product group at Copps Industries. Our line of 100% solids, flowable epoxy grout products are resistant to vibration, moisture and chemical attack. Specialty grouts which are serviceable at temperatures up to 450 °C, with minimal creep, to extremely water resistant materials, to very economical "deeper pour" solutions — these are just a small sampling of our extensive grout expertise.

AGGREGATE AND MINES
Copps is a well respected name in aggregate plants, quarries, and mines throughout the world. Our crusher backing products have been in use for over 25 years. These include our standard workhorse backing to our very high performance backing, the industry zenith, to our DOT/EU non-hazardous products. Our alumina ceramic wear resistant and steel filled repair epoxies are among the most sophisticated, easy to apply, high performance materials available. With service temperatures to 450 °C and documented chemical/corrosion resistance second to none, these performers are a valued choice for industry worldwide.

www.coppsindustries.com

ELECTRICAL INSULATION MATERIALS
Copps Industries’ (500+) custom designed epoxy potting and encapsulation materials are used in transformers, ballasts, ignition coils, and a variety of other applications. One and two component, heat cure and ambient cure, high temperature potting and encapsulation systems are available.

ADHESIVE
• Surface Mount Device Adhesives
• Automotive Assembly Adhesives
• Motor Magnetics Adhesives
• Electrically Conductive Adhesives

INSULATION VARNISHES
• VOC-Free Electrical Motor Varnish
• VPI (Vacuum Pressure Impregnation)
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• Dip and Trickle Impregnation of Stators and Armatures

COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
Guided by our commitment to environmental responsibility and an attention to quality and excellence in all that we do, Copps Industries’ "If it is not in the best interest of our employees, our customers, and the environment, we will not do it" sense of responsibility is evident in every product we manufacture. Our consistent commitment to striving for excellence is reflected in every process we use, every product we manufacture, and every customer we serve.

INNOVATIVE EPOXY SOLUTIONS
INNOVATIVE EPOXY SOLUTIONS

Copps Industries has been steadfast in pursuing one overriding guiding principle—to seek a better solution. Throughout its corporate life, Copps has always sought to do the right thing, for its customers, for its employees, for its community, and for the environment. Whether it be the continual re-examination and restructuring of our plant, or formulating new products to replace toxics or reduced toxic exposure, or the continuous upgrading of our packaging, Copps will forever be a better solution.

We have been designing and manufacturing resins for a broad range of markets including Civil Engineering, Aggregate/Mining, Structural Adhesives, and Electrical/Electronics since 1979. Today, Copps Industries has over 500 active products. We provide sales, customer service, product development, and technical support to over 400 customers in 27 countries. We have been designing and manufacturing resins for a broad range of markets including Civil Engineering, Aggregate/Mining, Structural Adhesives, and Electrical/Electronics since 1979. Today, Copps Industries has over 500 active products. We provide sales, customer service, product development, and technical support to over 400 customers in 27 countries.

OUR SOLUTION

While there are a number of companies supplying resin products, Copps Industries is among a select group of innovators offering and supporting a wide range of proven, economical, uniquely formulated systems. In addition, we are driven to environmentally enhance our products for greater workplace safety.

COMPANY PHILOSOPHY
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OUR SOLUTION

While there are a number of companies supplying resin products, Copps Industries is among a select group of innovators offering and supporting a wide range of proven, economical, uniquely formulated systems. In addition, we are driven to environmentally enhance our products for greater workplace safety.

OUR PRIVATE LABEL COMMITMENT

Copps Industries is committed to developing and manufacturing your private label product to your specification and with your best interests in mind. Our chemical experts will assist you in developing and producing your private label product. We provide full support from product development, through testing and prototyping, to in-house labeling and full service warehousing.

INNOVATIVE MARKET-PROVEN PRODUCTS

Over 2,000 formulations immediately available as is or readily modified to meet your requirements.

CUSTOM PRODUCT FORMULATIONS

Comprehensive in-house research, development, testing and prototyping capabilities enable us to formulate products to your precise specifications with fast turnaround.

BEST WAY TO GET MARKET

Whatever you select from our large inventory of ready-to-use products or base formulation, we are committed to providing you the best solution, a solution that will consistently deliver a product that you can market and greatly increase your ROI.

WHATEVER SIZE YOUR COMPANY, WE'LL FILL YOUR NEEDS

Whatever you are a large or small, company developing, manufacturing, or hamppered by limited marketing or design capability, Copps can do it.

Copps Industries is guided by certain principles. All customers and employees are to be treated with dignity and respect. Our success is directly proportional to our ability to work together. We stress teamwork within our organization and with our customers. Copps Industries believes in the sharing of knowledge, skills, insights and opportunities with others.

What does it cost your company by not doing private label?
EPOXY SOLUTIONS
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OUR PRIVATE LABEL COMMITMENT

Copps Industries is guided by certain principles. All customers and employees are to be treated with dignity and respect. Our best kept secret is that we sell most of

private label products to our “competitors” that lost the race... we are actually our customers’ business-to-business arm. They have placed their trust in our able to prevent

their confidence and maintain their

THE VIRTUAL CHEMICAL COMPANY

YOU LITERALLY GET OUR WHOLE COMPANY
• Product Development
• Quality Control Assurance
• Custom product formulation
• Custom Packaging
• Environmental, health and safety compliance
• Comprehensive customer support

As it is backed by our proven track record for compliance, maintenance and performance around the world. Our proficient disbursability and product furnished by Copps is controlled by our state-of-the-art ERP computer software system.

SUMMITrinkUT TO THE ENVIRONMENT
Environmental, health and safety concerns have been essential formulation guidelines at our company since its inception in 1979. Copps Industries did not have to “become green” we started out green!

TEAMWORK
Copps Industries is guided by certain principles. All customers and employees are to be treated with dignity and respect. Our success is directly proportional to our ability to work together. We stress teamwork within our organization and with our customers. Copps Industries believes in the sharing of knowledge, skills, insights and opportunities with others.

What does it cost your company by not doing private label?
EPOXY SOLUTIONS

Innovative offering and dedication to custom formulation, allows Copps Industries to be in the forefront of private label providers. This direct hands-on experience, successfully combined with our diverse product systems. In addition, we are driven to environmentally enhance our products for greater workplace safety.

While there are a multitude of companies supplying epoxy products, Copps Industries is among a select group of innovators offering and supporting a wide range of proven, economical, uniquely formulated ingredients, or the continual upgrading of our packaging, Copps will find the better solution!

Our private label commitment

Copps Industries Private Label Program

- No Hold Costs
- No Fixed Costs
- Regulatory and Environmental Compliance
- No Expensive R&D Costs
- No Manufacturing Costs
- Export Shipping Compliance

INNOVATIVE MARKET-PROVEN PRODUCTS

Over 2,000 formulations immediately available as-is or readily modified to meet your requirements.

CUSTOM PRODUCT FORMULATIONS

Comprehensive in-house research, development, testing and prototyping capabilities enable us to formulate products to your precise specifications with fast turnaround.

BETTER WAY TO GET TO MARKET

Whatever you select from our large inventory of ready-made products or take your R&D efforts one level further, our comprehensive technical and customer service support will significantly shorten your time to market and greatly increase your ROI.

WHATSOEVER YOUR COMPANY, WE’LL FILL YOUR NEEDS

Whether you are a large or small company, looking for production, manufacturing, or hampered by limited manufacturing or design capabilities, consider the Copps solution.

Let Copps Industries economically provide the niche or new product you need to increase both your competitive edge and profitability! Our private label experience ranges from small regional companies to multi-national international "GIANTS."

JUST WHAT YOU NEED

Copps will assess all aspects of your product(s) requirements. Product development, production parameters, specifications, packaging and labeling design are all extensively evaluated to meet regulatory compliance and market success.

WORKING TOGETHER

By partnering with Copps Industries for your outside product development and manufacturing needs, you have access to our entire corporate expertise—without the need for capital expenditure. Our knowledge, skill and experience are available to further your economic goals.

Using Copps Industries as an "extension" of your manufacturing is the smart way to add new products—"the bridge of an expectation!" Success in our mutual goal which may only be achieved by providing the tightest collaboration for you, our private label partner.

THE VIRTUAL CHEMICAL COMPANY

You literally get our whole company

- Product Development
- Quality Control Assurance
- Custom product formulation capabilities
- Minimum volume of production minimums
- Environmentally responsible chemical management
- Complete confidentiality of your custom product formulation
- Manufacturing, packaging, labeling, direct shipping
- Total Environmental Commitment

And it is backed by our proven track record for compliance, maintenance and performance accorded worldwide. Our prudent discipline and product formulation by Copps is controlled by our state-of-the-art ERP computer software system.

COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT

Environmental and health concerns have been essential formulation guidelines at our company since its inception in 1979. Copps Industries did not have to "become green" we started green!

TEAMWORK

Copps Industries is guided by certain principles. All customers and employees are to be treated with dignity and respect. Our success in directly proportional to our ability to work together. We stress teamwork within our organization and with our customers. Copps Industries believe in the sharing of knowledge, skills, insights and opportunities with others.

What does it cost your company by not doing private label?

www.coppsindustries.com
Our epoxy concrete floor coatings and resurfacers restore even the most damaged surfaces. Our comprehensive line of 100% solids, VOC-free epoxy, industrial concrete floor coatings and overlays is highly innovative and cost effective. Our concrete floor coatings and resurfacers provide solutions for the most severe flooring and protection needs, and are installed in chemical processing, power generation, food and beverage facilities worldwide.

We offer a diverse product mix to serve these markets:

- Bridge Deck Overlay Systems
- Crack Injection
- Joint Fillers
- Concrete Adhesives
- Rubber Tile Adhesives

Our 100% solids, VOC-free, self-leveling and thixotropic epoxy coatings for wood, steel, concrete, and foam forms are proven in thousands of applications in the precast tilt-up, slip-form and cast-in-place industries. They are an "in-demand" product because of their ability to turn a rough, uneven concrete form into a smooth, level surface, extending the life of the form and enhancing the quality of the finished surface.

Epoxy grouts, used to set heavy equipment, process machinery and restore concrete foundations are a core product group at Copps Industries. Our line of 100% solids, flowable epoxy grout products are resistant to vibration, moisture and chemical attack. Specialty grouts which are serviceable at temperatures up to 450 °F (232 °C), with minimal creep, to extremely water resistant materials, to very economical "deep pour" solutions—these are just a small sampling of our extensive grout expertise.

Copps is a well respected name in aggregate plants, quarries, and mines throughout the world. Our crusher backing products have been in use for over 25 years. These include our standard workhorse backing to our very high performance backing, the industry zenith, to our DOT/EU non-hazardous products. Our alumina ceramic wear resistant and steel filled repair epoxies are among the most sophisticated, easy to apply, high performing materials available. With service temperatures up to 450 °F and documented chemical/corrosion resistance second to none, these performers are a valued-added choice for industry worldwide.

Innovative Epoxy Solutions
Our epoxy concrete floor coatings and resurfacers restore even the most damaged surfaces.

Our comprehensive line of 100% solids, VOC-free epoxy, industrial concrete floor coatings and overlays is highly innovative and cost effective. Our concrete floor coatings and resurfacers provide solutions for the most severe flooring and restoration needs, and are installed in chemical processing, power generation, food and beverage facilities worldwide.

We offer a diverse product line to serve these markets:

- Bridge Deck Overlay Systems
- Crack Injection
- Joint Fillers
- Concrete Adhesives
- Rubber Tile Adhesives

Our 100% solids, VOC-free, self-leveling and thixotropic epoxy coatings for wood, steel, concrete, and foam forms are proven in thousands of applications in the precast, tilt-up, slip-form and cast-in-place industries. They are an "in-demand" product because of their ability to turn a rough, uneven concrete form into a smooth, level surface, extending the life of the form and enhancing the quality of the finished surface.

Epoxy grouts, used to set heavy equipment, process machinery and restore concrete foundations are a core product group at Copps Industries. Our line of 100% solids, flowable epoxy grout products are resistant to vibration, moisture and chemical attack. Specialty grouts which are serviceable at temperatures up to 450°F (232°C), with minimal creep, to extremely water resistant materials, to very economical "deep pour" solutions – these are just a small sampling of our extensive grout expertise.

Copps is a well respected name in aggregate plants, quarries, and mines throughout the world. Our crusher backing products have been in use for over 25 years. These include our standard workhorse backing to our very high performance backing, the industry zenith, to our DOT/EU non-hazardous products. Our alumina ceramic wear resistant and steel filled repair epoxies are among the most sophisticated, easy to apply, high performing materials available. With service temperatures up to 450°F (232°C) and documented chemical/corrosion resistance second to none, these performers are a valued-added choice for industry worldwide.

www.coppsindustries.com